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Brief History
The first series was published as Annual Review of Biochemistry, which began in 1932.
Additional series are started every few years, with the topics appropriate to the growth of
scientific research. All Annual Review series became available online in 1996. Since
2004 most series have been richly illustrated in color.

Scope and
Coverage

Kind of
Information

Annual Reviews provides researchers, professors, and scientific professionals with a
definitive academic resource in 46 scientific disciplines. Annual Reviews saves time by
synthesizing the vast amount of primary research literature and identifying the principal
contributions. Editorial committees comprised of the most distinguished scholars in the
discipline select all topics for review, and the articles are written by authors who are
recognized experts in the field. Annual Reviews publications are among the highest cited
publications by impact factor according to the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI).
Access is made available to 33 full text journals and archival access is provided up to ten
years back files. It covers only the journals that are related to science.

Latest volume, most cited reviews are shown on the Journal content. It gives access from
the latest volume to current or back volumes. Each series is available as a bound annual
volume, as individual electronic articles purchased online, or as a subscription to the
print, online, or both. They are also available as a database consisting of some or all of
the series, with site licensing available. The back years of the entire collection can be
purchased for a one-time price. Journals can be selected from list provided in the Annual
Reviews home page. All the reviews are arranged under three main subjects like
Biomedical/Life Sciences, Physical Sciences & Social Sciences. Biomedical/Life
Sciences includes Analytical Chemistry , Animal Biosciences, Biochemistry, Biomedical
Engineering, Biophysics , Cancer Biology (new in 2017), Cell and Developmental
Biology, Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, Clinical Psychology, Ecology,
Evolution, and Systematics, Entomology, Food Science and Technology, Genetics,
Genomics and Human Genetics, Immunology, Marine Science, Medicine, Microbiology,
Neuroscience, Pharmacology and Toxicology, Plant Biology, Psychology, Public Health,
Statistics and Its Application, Virology & Vision Science. Physical Sciences includes
Analytical Chemistry, Astronomy and Astrophysics, Biomedical Engineering,
Biophysics, Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, Computer Science, Condensed
Matter Physics, Earth and Planetary Sciences, Environment and Resources, Fluid
Mechanics, Marine Science, Materials Research, Nuclear and Particle Science, Physical
Chemistry & Statistics and Its Application. Social Sciences includes Anthropology,
Clinical Psychology, Economics, Environment and Resources, Financial Economics,
Law and Social Science, Linguistics, Organizational Psychology and Organizational
Behavior, Political Science, Psychology , Public Health, Resource Economics, Sociology
& Statistics and its application

Through a keyword search entries are appeared in a listed form with full text or PDF
form and selecting a particular field from the listed form one can easily reach to the
particular subject. Abstract, Full text or PDF are easily viewed or downloaded from it.
The selected subject offers to know about the journal, application areas, featured reviews,
news and also most recently available reviews on the journal. Copyright and permission,
expected publication dates, supplemental materials, special compilations about the
subject are given within it. The First date of the reviewed subject is also given on it.

Special Features
 It covers the significant developments in the field of Sociology, Psychology,
Political Science, Statistics and Economics.
 Supplemental Materials are available. Supplemental Materials can include
anything from color graphics and large tables to 3D animations and sound.
 One can download Annual Reviews 2016 Edition JCR Rankings in Excel format.
 Top ten most downloaded articles are listed among 46 journals.

Arrangement
Pattern

The journals are arranged alphabetically and the given lists are arranged subject wise. If a
particular subject is selected then it can be seen that every article is arranged from current
volumes to back volumes.

Remarks

Annual Reviews journals are among the most highly cited in the scientific literature, and
are available in print and online to individuals, institutions, and consortia throughout the
world.
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 Annual Review : Publications : National Physical Laboratory
(http://www.npl.co.uk/publications/annual-review/)
 Journal of Scientific Review (http://www.srbmag.org/index.php/srbmag/index)
 Mathematical Reviews (http://www.ams.org/mr-database)
 Choice Reviews ( http://choicereviews.org/)
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